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P32/35-41: "One of the mechanisms is via the immunologically important T

lymphocytic cells: besides  the reduced activation of effector and memory T

cells, UV irradiation also activates the  regulatory T and B cells (Schwarz

2008, Halliday 2012). Exposure to UV upregulates  several other factors

involved in immunosuppression, e.g.. TNF and the cytokines IL-10  and IL-33;

this may explain that the suppressive effects of UV on skin immune status

 occur in the UVB as well as in the UVA range whereby the mechanisms may be

different  for UVA and UVB (Halliday 2012)."  

The effect of UV is not immunosuppressive, but immunomodulative: Some cell

lines are suppressed, others are stimulated, which can be taken from the

phrases cited above. Such reaction forms suggest that there is an underlying

reason for the reaction of the organism. Adaptation to a stimulus and not

mechanistic damage-only reaction. (1.pdf)
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